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Abstract. For a valve controlled cylinder speed system with separate control of actuator ports, 
combining static operation point theory and load sensitivity technology, a new pressure control 
method is proposed.  An optimal pressure based on command speed and load force was the input of 
pressure controller.  At the same time, the output of pressure controller was transformed by inverse 
proportion, and dynamic pressure control based on error was realized.  ADRC (active disturbance 
rejection control) was used for system simulation. The results show that the new pressure control 
method is realizable and doesn’t need system’s mathematic model. 

Introduction 
From 1987 German professor Backé first proposed the rudiment of separate control technology of 

actuator ports to now [1], many researchers have made further study of this technology and gotten 
quite ideal results. In international field, Doctor Erikson Bjorn in Linkoping University mainly 
studied the application of nonlinear control theory on the system with separate control of actuator 
ports [2,3]. Professor Yao Bin in Purdue University proposed a robust adaptive algorithm to control this 
type of systems [4]. In China, Doctor Liu Yingjie made further study of the system with separate 
control of actuator ports and proposed feedback linearization algorithm to control the system [5-7]. But 
this algorithm highly depends on the accuracy of system model. So the practical application is 
restricted by parameter uncertainty and time variation for actual system. Cao Jian in Zhejiang 
University studied static operation points of the system with separate control of actuator ports and 
gave the selection principle of static operation points [8]. But he did not give a concrete realization 
method. All in all, researchers mostly use calculated flow feedback algorithm to control the pressure 
of system, which needs accurate model of the servo valve and a lot of simulation to identify 
parameters. So the engineering application is restricted. In this paper, a dynamic pressure control 
method based on error is proposed. It doesn’t need system model. And combining with load 
sensitivity technology, the system can work on an ideal static operation point by changing command 
pressure. 

A dynamic inverse proportion pressure control method based on error 
Theoretical basis 

First we discuss input problem to find out a suitable command pressure. Command pressure is a 
value when system is on stable state, which has close relationship with the flow conductance of 
system. The flow conductance of our system is calculated by (1). 

                                                                     (1) 

Equation (1) bases on the chamber with rod when the cylinder sticks out. R is the ratio of effective 
area  of the chamber without rod and effective area  of another chamber, F is outside force of 
system, and  is the pressure of oil source. For our system, , where B is viscous damping 
coefficient and f is load force. On stable condition, the flow conductance only has relationship with 
speed v and outside force F. That is, if these two variables are known, we can get the flow 
conductance of system. At the same time, the flow conductance of system also has relationship with 
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the flow conductance of servo valve. Let  and  are the flow conductance of filling valve and 
delivery valve, we have (2), (3) and (4). 

                                                                 (2) 

                                                                     (3) 

                                                                    (4) 

From (2), (3) and (4) we know that for each flow conductance of system, there are infinite pairs of 
flow conductance ( ) composed by  and . But different pairs of flow conductance have 
quite large difference on the performance of system. Some pairs of flow conductance even can result 
in unstable condition. Hence we should find out an optimal flow conductance as the best static 
operation point, which need consider from the speed sensitivity of system and stability. 

For speed sensitivity, we can build an evaluation function M to describe how a pair of flow 
conductance affects cylinder speed. For example, we let M = ,  = 0 and  = 0, then we can 
get  

.                                                                  (5) 
If a pair of flow conductance ( ) meets the condition of (5), M will be the minimum. It means 

in this time system speed isn’t sensitive to the change of flow conductance. From previous study we 
know [4]: when the cylinder sticks out, the increase of  is helpful to reduce speed error. 
Furthermore,  won’t on sensitive operation point if  isn’t quite large. The pressure difference of 
a servo valve has relationship with the flow conductance of the servo valve as in (6). 

                                                                      (6) 
We assume that tank pressure is zero. When the cylinder sticks out, pressure of delivery valve  is 

equal to . If command speed v and load force f are known, we can get a flow conductance of system 
on static condition. Through (5), we can get a pair of flow conductance ( ) which isn’t sensitive 
to cylinder speed. It means the flow conductance of delivery valve is got. And there is , so 
we can get the pressure of the chamber with rod . According to above paragraph, if  decreases, 
the error of speed control will decrease too.  

By a simulation we find if the system has response to step input, the value of back pressure  has 
no influence on speed error since speed control is non-error control. But if  is lower than a value, 
the system will be unstable. If the system has response to sine input, speed error will decrease as the 
decrease of , which is shown in Fig.1. So we need know the upper limit of delivery valve’s flow 
conductance, which is the lower limit of back pressure. 
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Figure.1 Sine tracking error of cylinder speed (ev) with different back pressure. 

According to static operation point theory, when a cylinder sticks out, flow conductance of filling 
valve and delivery valve should meet following range:  

                                                           (7) 
.                                                              (8) 
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 and  ,which have relationship with parameters of servo valve, are max flow 
conductance of the servo valve. And from (6), flow conductance of a servo valve should meet 

K .                                                                     (9) 

When a servo valve is working on rated condition, it has max flow Q. And it means the servo valve 
has the strongest through-flow ability on this moment. Thus the flow conductance K in rated 
condition is got and looked as max flow conductance of the servo valve. System pressure in max flow 
conductance can be got by (6). And it is the lower limit of back pressure which makes system stable. 
In our system, the rated flow of filling valve and delivery valve are 30L/min and 15L/min, max  is 
21Mpa. By calculation we get that  and 

, which are the upper limit of  and . Then we get the 
lower limit of back pressure with (10). 

                                                          (10) 

According to practical parameters of our system, the range of rod speed is 0-0.05m/s, piston 
diameter is 25mm and rod diameter is 16mm. By simulation with different rod speed and lower limit 
of back pressure we got Fig.2. 
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Figure.2 Relationship between rod speed (v) and lower limit of back pressure (pmin) 

When rod speed is 0.03m/s, back pressure is 0.025Mpa. If a back pressure is lower than that value, 
the system will be unstable. From Fig.2 we know, with increase of rod speed, the lower limit will also 
increase. For practical situation, we let the lower limit be 0.2Mpa. That is, no matter what speed value 
is, the lower limit of back pressure is all 0.2Mpa.  

In summary, outside force F can be got by load sensitivity technology. Then we can get an optimal 
back pressure value as a command pressure to change static operation point of the system. So the 
system can be working on an ideal static operation point. It is a combination of load sensitivity 
technology and static operation point theory. 
 
A new structure of pressure controller based on error 

In previous study, the structure of pressure controller was rarely proposed. Researchers in 
Zhejiang University proposed a controller structure based on servo valve model [9], which is 
complicated and needs parameter identification. If the type of servo valve changes, parameters must 
be calculated again. So it isn’t convenient for engineering application. 

As we all know, in industrial production field, control method based on error is applied widely for 
its simple structure and parameters. And there are a lot of control algorithm based on error such as 
PID and ADRC. It is unrealizable to directly control pressure by error. In simulation we find that the 
main reason is wrong monotonicity. Control theory based on error gets error e by the difference of 
output y and input r, then it makes u to change output y. There is a concealed condition which means 
y and u must have same monotonicity. According to this, if e is larger, u and y is larger too, the 
difference of r and y is smaller, so e will decrease. Thus the controller can eliminate error. But if y and 
u have opposite monotonicity, when e is larger, y is smaller. So e will increase until system is 
unstable. The relationship of servo valve’s flow, pressure and spool displacement are shown in (11). 

Q                                                          (11) 
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 is spool displacement,  is the gradient of orifice area. u and  have same monotonicity. Thus 
if flow is a constant, u and  are inverse proportion, and if  is a constant, u and Q are proportional. 
This is the reason why it is unrealizable to control pressure by error.  We added an inverse proportion 
part to change the monotonicity of u and y with the relationship of u and e unchanged. The structure of 
pressure controller is shown in Fig.3. 

 
Figure.3 Dynamic inverse proportion pressure controller based on error 

All in all, our new pressure control method mainly focuses on controller structure. We proposed a 
new dynamic pressure control strategy based on error. But control algorithm isn’t our innovative 
point, which is shown in next section. 

System composition and algorithm 
System Composition 

First we introduce the composition of valve controlled cylinder speed system with separate control 
of actuator ports, which is shown in Fig. 4. 1 is asymmetric cylinder, 2 is load mass block, 3 and 4 are 
two independent servo valves, 5 is constant-pressure hydraulic power, 6 is controller, 7 and 8 are 
pressure sensors, 9 is speed sensor, and 10 is force sensor. 

 
Figure.4 Schematic diagram of valve controlled cylinder speed system with separate control of 

actuator port 
ADRC Algorithm 

The reason why we chose ADRC is as follow: (1) ADRC is an algorithm based on error and it 
doesn’t need high-precision system model; (2) ADRC can inhibit the coupling of two control 
variables; (3) ADRC is robust so it has the quality of anti-interference. 

By analysis of system model, we chose first-order ADRC to control speed and pressure. The 
structure of first-order ADRC is given as follow [10]: 

(1) Tracking Differentiator (TD): 

                                   (12) 

 is reference input.  is the input whose transient is arranged and  is its differentiation. 
 is a function usually used in control and signal processing. 

(2) Extended State Observer (ESO): 
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                                     (13) 

u and y are inputs, outputs are estimated values of  and y.  is the differential estimated value of 
y. The concrete form of function fal is in (14). 

fal                                      (14) 

(3) Nonlinear Feedback: 

                                                          (15) 

The inputs are TD’s output , ESO’s output  and . The output is u. 

Simulation and results 
According to (12), (13) and (15) we designed speed controller and pressure controller. We can 

debug ADRC parameters by the guidance of [10]. Here we give final controller parameters: (1) 
Tracking Differentiator,  =0.01, =0.01,  =10; (2) Speed ADRC Controller, =5, =150, =5, 

=0.01, =1, =0.5; (3) Pressure ADRC Controller, =11, =60, =11， =0.01, =1.5, =0.5. 
We made co-simulation by AMESim and MATLAB, related parameters are shown in Tab.1. 

Table.1 System simulation parameters 
/  /  m/kg /Mpa B/  /Mpa 

  20 5 800 870 
 

Simulation time is 10s. The first is step response, command speed is 0.03m/s, load force f is 500N 
from 0 to 5s and 100N from 5 to 10s. The second is sine tracking, the amplitude of command speed is 

m/s, frequency is 0.5Hz and load force f is 200N. Simulation results are shown in following 
figures.  
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(a) Rod speed (v) vs. time (t)                             (b) Back pressure (p) vs. time (t) 

Figure.5 System response for step input 
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          (a) Rod speed (v) vs. time (t)                                     (b) Back pressure (p) vs. time (t) 

Figure.6 System response for sine input 
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In Fig.5(a), rod speed was kept in 0.03m/s when load force f changed from 200N to -200N at 5s. 
By calculation we know, if f is 200N, the optimal back pressure is 1.15Mpa and when f is -200N, the 
optimal back pressure is 1.35Mpa. In Fig.5(b), back pressure changed to correct value by itself when 
load force f changed at 5s. Likewise in Fig.6, rod speed could move in desired sine curve and back 
pressure was corresponding sine curve too. From those two figures we know that our new dynamic 
pressure control method based on error is correct.  

Conclusion 
For the valve controlled cylinder speed system with separate control of actuator ports, a dynamic 

pressure control principle based on static operation point theory and load sensitivity technology is 
proposed. In controller structure, an inverse proportion pressure controller base on error is given. It 
can simplify pressure control processing. The simulation result shows that the new pressure control 
method is realizable and doesn’t need system’s mathematic model. 
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